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EE613 schedule
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Regression
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Linear regression:

Nonlinear regression on x 
reformulated as linear 
regression on f:

Nonlinear regression:

Input
(explanatory variable)

(feature variable)

Output
(response variable)
(outcome variable)

Approximation function
(predictor function)

(forecasting function)

Tensor regression:

Similar to                     ,
but with      a tensor 
instead of a matrix 
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LEAST SQUARES
circa 1795
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The pinv-net!
single layer, 
single node, 
linear activation!



Least squares: a ubiquitous tool
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Weighted least squares?

Regularized least squares?

L1-norm instead of L2-norm?

Solution with a secondary objective?

Recursive computation?

Fast and robust 
implementation?



Multivariate linear regression
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Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverse

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample N



Multiple multivariate linear regression
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Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverse

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample N



Polynomial fitting with least squares
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Least squares computed with SVD
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Unitary matrix
(orthogonal)

Unitary matrix
(orthogonal)

Singular value decomposition (SVD)



Least squares computed with SVD
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Newton’s method

(least squares problem solved at each 
iteration of the optimization process)



Newton’s method for minimization
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? ? ?



Newton’s method for minimization
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Newton’s method for minimization
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Newton’s method for minimization
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The geometric interpretation of Newton's 
method is that at each iteration, the goal is 
to fit a paraboloid to the surface of c(x) at xk, 
having the same slope and curvature as the 
surface at that point, and then move to the 
maximum or minimum of that paraboloid. 



Newton’s method for minimization
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(1D case)



Example: Robot inverse kinematics (IK)
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Forward kinematics (FK):

Inverse kinematics (IK):

IK in practice:     Minimizing 

→ Newton’s method



Newton’s method applied to IK: Gauss-Newton algorithm
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Example: Robot inverse kinematics (IK)
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https://robotics-codes-from-scratch.github.io/

Example: Robot inverse kinematics (IK)



Nullspace projection

(kernels in least squares)

Python notebook:
demo_LS_polFit.ipynb

Matlab code: 
demo_LS_polFit_nullspace01.m



Nullspace projection
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Nullspace projection computed with SVD
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Example: Polynomial fitting
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4 samples
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Secondary 
objective:
moving the 
first joint

Primary objective:
keeping the tip of

the robot still

Example: Robot inverse kinematics
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https://robotics-codes-from-scratch.github.io/

Example: Robot inverse kinematics (single and dual arms)



Ridge regression

(robust regression, Tikhonov regularization,

penalized least squares)

Python notebook: 
demo_LS_polFit.ipynb

Matlab example: 
demo_LS_polFit02.m



Ridge regression
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Example: Polynomial fitting
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Ridge regression computed with SVD
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Weighted least squares

(Generalized least squares)

Python notebook:
demo_LS_weighted.ipynb

Matlab example: 
demo_LS_weighted01.m



Weighted least squares
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Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample N



Weighted least squares
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Color intensity
proportional 

to weight
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Example: Robot inverse kinematics (weights in task space)

(moving target)
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https://robotics-codes-from-scratch.github.io/

Example: Robot inverse kinematics (weights in task space)



Recursive least squares

Python notebook:
demo_LS_recursive.ipynb

Matlab code: 
demo_LS_recursive01.m



Recursive least squares
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Recursive least squares
40

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample N

Sample N+1

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample N



Recursive least squares
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→ the least squares estimate is the same in the two cases

Evolution of 
the estimate



Linear regression:

A more elaborated example

(but still only least squares!)



Linear quadratic regulator (LQR)
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state variable (position+velocity)

desired state 

control command (acceleration)

precision matrix

control weight matrix

System dynamics

Use low control commands!Track path!
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System dynamics

Use low control commands!Track path!

Pontryagin’s max. principle, 
Riccati equation,

Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman

(the Physicist perspective)

Dynamic programming 

(the Computer Scientist 
perspective)

Linear algebra

(the Algebraist 
perspective)

Linear quadratic regulator (LQR)



Linear quadratic regulator (LQR)
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Linear quadratic regulator (LQR)
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The constraint can then be inserted in the cost function:

Linear quadratic regulator (LQR)

Solving for u is similar to a weighted ridge regression problem, and results in the analytic solution:
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The control trajectories can then 
be converted to state trajectories

Passing through 
3 keypoints with
varying precision

t=0

t=0.3t=0.6

t=1

t=0.3
t=0.6

t=1

Linear quadratic regulator (LQR)
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Linear quadratic regulator (LQR) - Example
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Linear quadratic regulator (LQR) - Example
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Linear quadratic regulator (LQR) - Example



Recap: Costs functions and associated solutions
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Univariate output y:

Multivariate output y:



Iteratively reweighted least squares 

(IRLS)

Python notebook:
demo_LS_weighted.ipynb

Matlab code: 
demo_LS_IRLS01.m



Iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS)
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• IRLS is useful to minimize       norms with 

• The strategy of IRLS is that          can be rewritten as  

• can be interpreted as a weight, which is used to minimize with 
weighted least squares.

 we solve a least squares problem at each iteration of the algorithm

• p=1 corresponds to least absolute deviation regression.



Iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS)
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transformed as 
weight W

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample N



Iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS)
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Color darkness
proportional 

to weight

→ regression that can sometimes be more robust to outliers



Logistic regression

Python notebook:
demo_LS_IRLS_logRegr.ipynb

Matlab code: 
demo_LS_IRLS_logRegr01.m



Logistic regression
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Example: Pass/fail in function of the time spent to study at an exam:

Logistic function:

→ Regression exploited for
classification problem

Regression

Classification



Logistic regression
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Likelihood of N datapoints (independence assumption):

Likelihood of nth datapoint:

Bernoulli distribution (for binary variables): Logistic function:



Logistic regression
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Likelihood of N datapoints:

Cost function as negative log-likelihood:



Logistic regression
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Hadamard (elementwise) product



General references
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The Matrix 
Cookbook

Kaare Brandt Petersen
Michael Syskind Pedersen


